implemented in a high efficient, high performance and low Markov process is used to model the tracking behavior. In The WiCa architecture is composed by an 8051 as a mas--h C si hreo h rga lwoeain n ter processor, holding a small operating system handling the the loading of operation into the LPA. The DIP takes care communication and global operations of the camera, the Xe-ofdthaligrmteinutohepcsigmmre. Tal as a slave processor for high computation demanding op-ThDO taetedtafoteprcsigm oisan erations, both processors are sharing a Dual Port RAM, which sedtmtoheupt,heLAianrayf32pxl aloud to both processors to operate on the same data.
processors accessing a corresponding part of the processing memory executing simultaneously the same instruction that ;_~~~~~~~~~~~~~i nthe processing miemory.
S C1g m g F A i
1~~~~~~S derived from the 320 pixel processors encapsulated within 2 |1gil-l 1 W 1 t-P1SE1 theLPA. TheFig..4. merging into the background is very fast (15 seconds). The drawbacks of this implementation are that no shadow supFollowing this simple concept is possible to catch objects pression is performed since there is used only one color chanin the transition from foreground to background, and then it nel, all shadow information is lost.
can be seen as the foreground is being forgotten by the model. In Fig. 7 simulations were done with different noises radios, and we can see that even with the noisiest source there 3.2. Forgetting Foreground (FFG) is always a well defined curve with no local maximums, and therefore the proposed theory remains true in all noise cases. In some surveillance scenarios is needed to know when an object has been static for more than certain amount of time. This Then the questions that pops out is where in the curve we want to catch the object, and the answer would seem very simple, in the negative part of the curve which means that the object is being learned just after the maximum point has been reached. a maximum variance was achieved will tell us exactly when cotrsvlel that pixel is being incorporated into the BG Model. The equation (6). Fig. 8 . Maximum Difference vs Contrast
The Fig. 8 shows how the maximum obtained slope increimums and minimums are either generated (G) or propagated ments as the contrast between the two colors increments. In (P), depending on the connection between the current pixel the case of a high difference is chosen as a threshold the sysand the pixels of the previous calculated row. The equations tem detects correctly the high contrast pixels, but is unable to (7), (8) and (9) indicate the logic of how the values are gendetect low contrast pixels; if a low difference is chosen, false erated. Then four different images are generated containing detections are encounter in high contrast pixels.
the four features (Ymax, Ymin, Xmax, Xmin) for every pixel.
The four images are written back into the memory for poste-3.3. Multidirectional Parallel Image Mapping rior analysis. The Fig. 10 shows the block diagram of how the max and min images are generated and the Area and COG The WiCa architecture enables the possibility of accessing are calculated in a posterior phase.
randomly an image stored in the memory allowing computIf the pixel under analysis is empty the value of the max/min ing it in a non-linear manner by manipulating the memory is set to 0 as shown in (7) if the pixel is not empty the max/min address. In this case several copies of the same image are acis generated/propagated with (8) .
cessed at the same time in order to achieve maximum parallel performance taking advantage of the number of processors working in parallel in the platform architecture.
I , i In this paper the Multidirectional Parallel Image mapping is introduced as an alternative method for labeling and extracWhen a non empty pixel is found I(i, 0, the max/mm tion of objects features for the posterior object analysis.
values are generated or propagated according to (8) In this proposed method we start from a binary image
The equation (9) is True if at least one of the elements in stored in the memory, in order to extract all features of the the previous row is not empty in the range from -K to +K.
objects seen in the image, being more specific area and posi-
In our case we decided to set K= 1. tion. The image is mapped in four different directions as seen in Fig. 9 , the four images are handled as independent non cor-K related images. These four images are scanned row by row in I-1 S I(i,j-1)>1 (9) the direction shown by the thick line on the right side of the j=-K Fig. 9 .
After having the maximums and minimums per every object in the original image we calculate the bounding box containing every object and the center of gravity (COG). The equations (10) and (11) 
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FKeent images are generated containing all connected pixels coordinates. The Fig. 10 shows the block process flow, where Fig. 9 . Multidirectional Parallel Mapping the image to be analyzed is scanned in the four directions, the four posterior images are generated and finally the objects As the images are being read; horizontal and vertical maxfeatures calculations are performed. Fig. 11 we can see how the object is being detime s,e,ht tected as a standing still object after 7 seconds being static, the pixels in white color denote the pixel detected by the method to be FFG pixels. After the object was detected as FFG slowly fades into the background until is no part of the Foreground. We can see how a the chair is split into two different objects in t=10. and finally are no longer detected in t= I . Fig. 11 . FFG shows detection after object being static for 7
The FG is shown in Fig. 12 
